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Abstract 

Formal verification of software can be an enormous task. This fact brought some 

software engineers to claim that formal verification is not feasible in practice. One 

possible method of supporting the verification process is a programming language that 

provides powerful abstraction mechanisms combined with intensive reuse of code. 

In this thesis we present a strongly typed functional object-oriented programming 

language. This language features type operators of arbitrary kind corresponding 

to so-called type protocols. Sub classing and inheritance is based on higher-order 

matching, Le. , utilizes type protocols as basic tool for reuse of code. We define the 
J 

operational and axiomatic semantics of this language -formally. The latter is the basis 

of the interactive proof assistant VOOP (Verified Object-Oriented Programs) that 

allows the user to prove equational properties of programs interactively. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

There are safety-critical situations in which it is highly desirable to be sure that a 

program behaves properly, i.e., as intended. Intensivi testing might help to achieve 

that goal by detecting some errors in the program. However, this method will never 

be able to ensure that the program is error free. A proof is a logical or mathematical 

argument showing that a certain property holds in all circumstances. Program cor

rectness and formal verification applies logic and mathematical proofs to properties 

of programs. Therefore, this method guarantees that the program will behave as 

required whatever the conditions. 

A common slogan of some software engineers is that formal verification of pro

grams is not feasible in practice. The main reason for this problem is that most of the 

existing tools and methods are based on widely used programming languages such as 

C, C++, Java, Ada or Pascal. These languages usually offer only a few (or some

times no) abstraction and inheritance mechanisms. For example, type declarations 

in these languages are based on concepts naturally supported by a computer such as 

arrays and pointers, and. not based on -abstract type concepts such as product, sum, 

recursion, and self types. Similarly, inheritance (if available) is based on subtyping 

- sometimes even on restricted versions of that. It is known that this limits severely 

opportunities for reusing code. Therefore, one is forced to start on a very basic and 

machine dependent level, which generates a huge amount of proof obligations. In real 

world applications proving all obligations seems impossible, or is at least very time 

consuming and, hence, expensive. 

Our approach is based on a functional object-oriented programming language that 

offers powerful abstraction and inheritance mechanisms together with a proof calculus 

that allows inheritance of properties and proofs. 

1 
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Programs are supposed to be written in this language, verified using the calculus, 

and then, if needed, translated into a program of a standard programming language. 

1.1 Program Verification Technique 

Program verification is the software part of formal verification. Formal verification 

applies logic and mathematical technique depending on formal specification, i.e. , prop

erties of program, to state the correctness of a system, i.e., program. A property of 

program means the mathematical representation of the implementation, which con

centrates on what the program should do rather than how the program should do 

[19, 20, 21]. 

Different methods for verification have been developed. The most prominent ap

proach is based on Floyd-Hoare logic [22, 23]. This l?,gic is based on so-called Hoare 

triples consisting of a precondition, a program, and a post condition. The meaning 

of such a triple can be summarized as follows. If the precondition is true and the 

program terminates, then the post condition will be true. Since termination of the 

program is assumed rather than shown such a property is called a partial correct

ness property. This logic is normally used for imperative programming languages, 

and axioms and proof rules for various construction in such a language have been 

provided. 

Functional programming languages are not based on state-based. Because of this 

reasoning in such a language is normally based on equations. This style of reasoning 

is completely different form the Floyd-Hoare logic. Here the axioms and proof rules 

are based on algebraic equations, and reasoning is similar to regular algebras known 

from high school. Since our object-oriented language has a functional kernel we have 

adopted the same style for formal verification. 

Now we are going to show how to reason functional programming language (Haskell) 

by proving one property of that program. The method we are going to use to prove 

is called method of induction. According to [18]" In order to prove that a logical 

property P(xs) holds for all finite lists xs we have to do two things. 

1. Base case: Prove P( []) outright. 

2. Induction step: Prove P(x:xs) on the assumption that P(xs) holds. In another 

words P(xs)*P(x:xs) has to be proved. The P(xs) here is called the induction 

hypothesis since it is assumed in proving P(x:xs)". 
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Notice that in Haskell [] denotes the empty list and x:xs a list with head x and 

tail xs. 

Two Haskell functions sum and double All are defined and declared below. The 

function sum 0 receives list of integers and return the sum of the list of integers. The 

other function takes a list of integers and returns a list by doubling all the elements 

of the receiving list. Functions in Haskell are usually defined using pattern matching. 

In our case of lists this means that we have one section of code that defines the 

function for the empty list and one another section of code that defines the function 

for non-empty lists, i.e., lists x:xs with a head x and a tail xs. 

l. sum: [Int] -) Int 

2. sum [] =0 

3. sum (x:xs)= x + sum(xs) 

4. doubleAll: [Int] -> [Int] 

5. doubleAll [] = [] 

6. doubleAll (z:zs) = 2 * z : doubleAll zs. 

1.1.1 Theorem 

Now we will prove that sum a list after doubling all its elements is same as doubling 

the sum of a list of elements. 

sum (doubleAll xs) 2 * sum xs. (l.1 ) 

1.1.2 Proof 

In order to prove this theorem we will have to prove that, 

1. Base: sum (doubleAll []) = 2 * sum []. 

2. Induction: sum (doubleAll (x:xs)) = 2 * sum (x:xs). Assuming that the hy

pothesis is: sum (doubleAll xs) = 2 * sum xs. 

Base left-hand side: 

sum (doubleAll []) 

= sum[] 

=0 

(by 5) 
(by 2) 
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Base right-hand side: 

2 * sum [] 

= 2*0 

=0 

(by 2) 

(by arith *) 

The Induction Step left-hand side: 

sun (doubleAll (x:xs)) 

= sum (2*x : doubleAll xs) 

= 2 *x + sum (doubleAll xs) 

= 2* x + 2 * sum xs 

(by 6) 
(by 3) 

by hypothesis 

The Induction Step right-hand side: 

2 * sum (x:xs) 

= 2 * ( x + sum xs) 

= 2*x + 2 * sum xs 

(by 3) 

(by arith *) 

4 

So from above proof it is clear that the two programs sum and double are correct 

for all finite lists. The above example and proof is collected from [18]. 

1.2 Some Proof Systems 

There are different, Le., model checking, logical interface, approaches to formal ver

ification. Though in hardware development formal verification is used widely, in 

software engineering field and industry it is still languishing. A couple of different 

systems used for functional programming languages are explained very briefly as fol

lows: 

HOL (Higher Order Logic): 

HOL is a theorem proving system or family which prove theorem by man-machine 

collaboration. There are four versions of HOL namely HOL4, HOL Light, Isabelle 

and ProofPower. The programming language used by this HOL family is ML (Meta

Language) and its successors (Moscow ML, OCaml, Standard ML). ML is a functional 

programming language developed by Robin Milner and others. This in non-pure 

functional programming language and it also has side effect [24, 25]. 
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ACL2 (A Computational Logic for Applicative Common Lisp): 

ACL2 is not only a programming language but also a model prover. By using ACL2 

one can model computer systems (software and Hardware) as well as prove properties 

of those models. There is no side effect for ACL2 programming language but it is 

untyped. The proof system works on first order logic. The language used to build 

ACL2 is Common Lisp [26, 27J. 

Coq: 

Coq is an interactive proof management system. Coq produces a dependently typed 

functional programming language by mechanically checking proofs for mathematical 

assertions and helping to find formal proofs. The core language Coq consists is called 

calculus of inductive constructions, which is a modi~cation of the formal language 

calculus of constructions (CoC) [28, 29J. 

Some other proof systems are Theorem Proving System and the Educational The

orem Proving System (TPS and ETPS) works with simply-typed lambda calculus, 

Prototype Verification System (PVS) works with higher order logic, Mizar system 

works with first order logic and PhoX , a automated theorem proving system works 

on higher order logic [30, 31, 32, 33, 34J. 



Chapter 2 

Object-Oriented Features 

In this chapter we just specified some common features of different object oriented 

programming languages. A good resource for all of diose features is [1], we tried to 

explain them as brief as possible in this chapter. 

2.1 Object Orientation 

In [2J the characteristics of object-oriented languages are summarized as follows: 

"Object-oriented programming (OOP) is a programming paradigm using objects, 

i.e., data structures consisting of data fields and methods together with their interac

tions, to design applications and computer programs" [2J. Object-Oriented languages 

allow reuse of software components better than traditional procedural languages. 

We can reuse a module by importing it in several other modules or instantiat

ing it with different parameters. In case of procedural languages, an exact agree

ment in types or interface is required in order to enjoy this reuse property. But in 

object-oriented language object replacement and method replacement require only 

approximate agreement, instead of exact agreement [lJ. 
Various mechanisms allow replacing objects. In general terms, one may replace 

an object with a new one that has at least the same set of attributes. Any additional 

attributes of the new object remain as invisible attributes; they are preserved but are 

not directly accessible [1 J. 
The notion of se~f is really important for replacement mechanism because in a 

method self can refer to its host object as well as its sibling methods. The dy

namic notion of self allows a method to accomplish a new behaviour when inherited 

into a derived object, depending on the changes in siblings through inheritance and 

overriding. It makes the method reuse flexible and expansive [lJ. 

6 
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Another important concern of these replacement mechanisms is that methods 

are inseparable and encapsulated into objects. The flexibility in object and method 

replacement, as well as existence of invisible attributes in objects makes method 

extraction from an object and reusing it unsound [1]. But By introducing subprotocol 

relations and type operators we can make these replacement mechanisms trustworthy. 

2.2 General Features 

Class-based languages are the common; most developed and popular object oriented 

programming model. Classes describes the structure and behaviour of objects. An 

object or instance can be created from a class c by using some construction, i.e., new 

c. The special identifier self generally refers to the host objects. The fields ( data) 

and procedures or methods of an object are collectiv~ly called its attributes. In the 

following example taken from [1] a class named cell is defined as: 

class cell is 

var contents: Integer := 0; 

method get(): Integer is 

return self. contents; 

end; 

method set(n: Integer) is 

self.contents 

end; 

end; 

n' , 

The class cell descI'ibes objects having an integer variable contents and two 

methods named get and set. The contents is initialized to zero. The get method 

has no parameter and it returns the value of contents. The set method has one 

parameter and it stores the parameter in the contents field . 

Classes are inseparable component for the notions of subclasses and inheritance. 

Subclass is also called child class or derived class. Like any class, a subclass describes 

the structure of a set of objects by inheriting or overriding its direct superclass. A 

superclass is also knows as base class, or parent class. Declaration of a subclass 

reCell of class cell taken from [1] is as follows: 
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subclass reCel1 of cell is 

var backup :Integer:= 0; 

override set(n:= Integer) is 

self.backup:= self. contents; 

super.set(n); 

end; 

method restore()is 

self.contents:= self.backup; 

end; 

end; 

8 

The class reCell is an extension of our previous class cell. It describes ob

jects having an integer variable backup, an overridden"method set and an additional 
.' 

method restore. The overridden set method makes a backup of the contents field 

into backup field before updating it. The super. set (n) invokes the old version of 

set from the cell class. The restore method restores the contents to its previous 

value. 

Inheritance is a technique of reusing attributes from a superclass to its subclasses. 

If a class inherits from another class, then for sure the inheriting class is a subclass of 

the inherited class but not the vice versa. In a class declaration an occurrence of self 

always refers to an object of that class. In a method that a subclass inherits from a 

superclass, self refers to an object of the subclass, not an object of the superclass. 

An important concept in object-oriented programming languages is the subtype 

relationship. The subtype relation <: itself is a reflexive and transitive relation on 

the types of objects. We do not give a precise definition of this relation at this point. 

However, the relation satisfies the following property known as subsumption: 

If a : A and A <: B then a : B. (2.1) 

Notice that a : A denotes the fact that object a has type B. This property allows 

subtype polymorphism, i.e., a kind of polymorphism where programs may accept and 

return values that are actually of a subtype of the declared type. The type of entities 

polymorphic in the sense above is denoted by Forall (X <: A)B. 

The subtype relationship also implies a mechanism of inheritance. Objects of a 

class C1 can use code from a class C2 if the type of objects of C2 (the instance type of 

C2) is a supertype of the type of the objects of C1 (the instance type of C1). Actually, in 

most object-oriented programming languages inheritance is based on this fact. This 
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principle is also known under the slogan subclassing-is-subtyping / Inheritance-is

subtyping. 

2.3 Variant Notions 

According to [1], the definition of covariant, contravariant and invariant are as fol

lows: "The type AxB is the type of pairs with left component of type A and right 

component of type B. The operation fst( c) and snd( c) extract the left and right com

ponents respectively of an element c of type A x B. We say that x is a covariant 

operator, because 

A x B <: A' X B' provided that A <: A' and B <: B'. (2.2) 
~ 

The type A -+ B is the type of functions with argument type A and result type 

B. We say that -+ is a contravariant operator in its left argument because A -+ B 

varies in the opposite sense as A; the right argument is instead covariant: 

A -+ B <: A' -+ B' provided that A' <: A and B <: B'. (2.3) 

Let us now consider pairs whose components can be updated having type A*B . Given 

p: A * B, a : A and b : B , we have operator getLft(p) : A and getRht(p) : B that 

extract components and operations setLft(p, a) and setRht(p, b) that destructively 

update components. The operator * does not enjoy any covariance or contravariance 

properties: 

A * B <: A' * B' provided that A = A' and B = B'. (2.4) 

we say that * is an invariant operator" . 

These properties allow some flexibility in inheritance called method specialization, 

i.e., the actual type of a method in a subclass can actually be different than the type 

of that method in the superclass as long as the subtype relationship remains valid. 

However, this is rarely implemented in commonly used object-oriented languages. 

2.4 Advanced Features 

In various programming languages the objects interfaces are mixed up with imple

mentations. So it is impossible to keep specifications separate from implementations. 

But by introducing object types (list of attributes and their types) we can achieve 
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this goal. The object type are independent of specific classes, appropriate in inter

faces, implemented separately and in more than one way. The object type for a class 

naming cell taken from [1] is as follows: 

ObjectType Cell is 

var contents: Integer; 

method get():Integer; 

method set(n:Integer); 

end; 

The subtype relation was previously based on the subclass relation. When object 

types are independent of classes, we provide an independent definition. For two object 

types 0 and 0' we have 0' <: 0 if 0' has the same components(name of a field or a 

method and its associated types) as 0 and possibly -fuore. As a consequence of the 

independent definition of subtyping, we often have the following relationship between 

sub classing and subtyping: 

If c' is a subclass of c, then ObjectTypeO f(c') <: ObjecttypeO f(c). (2.5) 

Subclassing-is-subtyping property is a double implication, but the converse of 

this new definition does not hold: there may be unrelated c and c' such that Ob

jectTypeOf(c) =o and ObjectTypeOf(c')= 0' , with 0' <: o. Sub classing still implies 

subtyping, so all the previous uses of subsumption are still allowed. But since sub

sumption is based on subtyping and not subclassing, we now have even more freedom 

in subsumption. 

Another opportunity of flexibility arises when the type of a method contains a 

recursive occurrence of the instance type of the class itself. Similar to a special vari

able self referring to the object itself, one might introduce a type variable Self 

referring to the type of self. This concept is known as self types. Method special

ization together with self types leads to a more flexible form of inheritance based on 

subtyping. Nevertheless, even a programming language based on these principles has 

severe limits. Due to the contravariance of the function type in its parameter, a self 

type parameter in a function does not lead to a subtype relationship, and, hence, the 

function cannot be inherited if subclassing-implies-subtyping is assumed. Notice that 

some languages such as Eiffel permit arguments and returns types to be modified 

covariantly, even though this is theoretically unsound [6, 8]. 

Consider two classes maxClass and minMaxClass taken from [1]: 
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class maxClass is 

end; 

var n:Integer:=O; 

method max(other:Self):Self is; 

if self.n>other.n then return self 

else return other end; 

end; 

subclass minMaxClass of maxClass is 

method min(other:Self):Self is; 

if self .n<other.n then return self 

else return other end; 

end; 

override max (other:Self):Self is 
( 

if other.min(self) = other then return self 

end; 

else return other end; 

end; 

11 

In the above two classes max , min and overridden max are binary methods because 

they operate on two objects: self and other. The type of other is given by a 

contravaroant occurrence of Self [9]. 

Any instance of maxClass has type Max and any instance of minMaxClass has 

type MinMax. Although minMaxClass is a subclass of maxClass , MinMax can not be a 

subtype of Max. The type definition of these two types taken from [1] are as follows: 

ObjectType Max is 

var n: Integer; 

method max(other:Max):Max; 

end; 

ObjectType MinMax is 

var n: Integer; 

method max(other:MinMax):MinMax; 

method min(other:MinMax):MinMax; 

end; 

In order to verify this claim suppose mm' is an instance of minMaxClass , i.e., mm' : 

MinMax. If MinMax were a subtype of Max, then mm' : Max and mm' . max (m) would be 
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allowed for any m of type Max. But m may not have any min attribute, i.e., the 

overridden max in mm' of the minMaxClass performs an illegal operation. Therefore, 

the property MinMax<: Max does not hold. 

2.5 Subprotocol Relation 

Even though a subtype relationship is not valid in our previous example it seems 

intuitively possible to inherit from MaxClass into minMaxClass. This requires a new 

relationship between the two classes on which inheritance can be based. Such a 

relationship is given by a subprotocol relation [7]. In order to find this subprotocol 

relation, according to [1] two type operators, MaxProtocol and MinMaxProtocol are 

as follows: 

ObjectOperator MaxProtocol[X] is 

var n: Integer; 

method max(other:X):X; 

end; 

ObjectOperator MinMaxProtocol[X] is 

var n: Integer; 

end; 

method max(other:X):X; 

method min(other:X):X; 

We can apply Self, Max, MinMax or any other type to the above type operators. As 

an example if we apply the type MinMax to them, we will get: 

ObjectOperator MaxProtocol[MinMax] is 

var n: Integer; 

method max(other:MinMax):MinMax; 

end; 

ObjectOperator MinMaxProtocol[MinMax] is 

var n: Integer; 

end; 

method max(other:MinMax):MinMax; 

method min(other:MinMax):MinMax; 
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Now we can find two formal relationships between Max and MinMax . 

• MinMax <: MaxProtocol[MinMax] 

• MinMaxprotocol[T]<: MaxProtocol[T] for all types T. 

Each property above is basis for a relationship called matching [3, 4] between 

MinMax and Max. The first version is called F -bounded matching and the second 

higher-order matching. Since F-bounded matching does not have nice theoretical 

properties, i.e., it is not transitive [5], higher-order matching is normally chosen as a 

basis for inheritance. 



Chapter 3 

The Programming Language 

In this chapter we describe in detail the outline of the programming language, its type 

system, and its operational semantics. The language vfas inspired by the higher-order 

object calculus presented in [1]. 

3.1 Summary of the Features of the Language 

The language can be characterized by the following features: 

1. It is strongly typed. 

2. It has type operators, i.e., type protocols. The type operators are also typed 

by entities called Kind. 

3. It support polymorphism, i.e., type can be passed to other functions and re

turned as the result of a function. 

4. The sub classing and inheritance" can be encoded in our language using type 

protocols. 

5. It contains features for proving correctness of programs. 

3.2 The Syntax of Our Language 

The syntax of our language consists of three syntactical components: Kind, Type 

and Program. They are summarised below. 

14 
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Table 3.1: Syntax of Kind 
K,L::= Kind 

* Type 
K - > L Operators from K to L 

Table 3.2: Syntax of Type 
A,B::= 

X 
Top 
A -> B 
{ Vi li : BiiEl....n} 

A extended by B 
Forall X <: A :: K(B) 
Object X A 
Class A 
Function X (B) 
B[A] 

Type 
Variable 
The biggest type at Kind * 
Function Type 
Record Type 
Extended Record Type 
Universal Type 
Object Type 
Class T.ype 
Operator Type 
Operator Application Type 

Table 3.3: Syntax of Program 

a,b::= 
x 
{Ii = biiEl... .n } 

a extended by b 
a.l 
a.l:= b 
a.1 := method (x: A) bend 
brA] 
alb] 
function (x : A) bend 
function (X <: A)b end 
object (x: A)(a) 
Subclass (sl : mu s2) s2 <: A 
of Program a : A with a override b 

Program 
Variable 
Record 
Extended Record 
Method Invocation 
Field Update 
Method Update 
Constructor Application 
Application 
Function 
Constructor Abstraction 
Object Program 

Program Class 

3.3 A Higher-Order Calculus 

15 

According to [15, 16] the definition of free variable and bound variable are as follows: 

"A free variable is a notation that specifies places in an expression where substi

tution may take place" . 

"An occurrence of variable x is bound if it is in the body of a quantifier" . 
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For an example the variable x becomes a bound variable, when we write, For all 

x, (x + 1)3 = x3 - 3x2 + 3x - 5 or there exists x such that x2 = 2. 

The definition of substitution according to [17] is: "Substitution is a fundamental 

concept in logic. A substitution instance of a propositional formula is a second formula 

obtained by replacing symbols of the original formula by other formulas" [17]. 

3.3.1 Some Notations: 

• A closed term is a term without free variable. 

• We write b{ x} to highlight that x may occur free in b. 

• We write b (c) instead of b (x +- c), i.e., substitute all free x with c in b. 

• We identify programs that differ only by renaIlJ.ihg bounded variables. 

• We identify any two objects that differ only in the order of their components. 

3.3.2 Structure of Rules 

The calculus consists of a set of rules. Each rule has a number of premise judg

ments above a horizontal line and a single conclusion judgement below the line. 

Each judgement has the form E f- ~ for a typing environment E and an asser

tion~. A premise of the form E, Ei f- ~i for all i E L .n is an abbreviation for n 

premises E, El f- CS1 ....... E, En f- ~n if n > 0, and if n = ° for E f- 0, which means 

that E is well-formed. Instead j E L.n in the premise indicates that there are n 

separate rules, one for each j. Each rule has a name whose first word is determined 

by the conclusion judgement; for example, rule names of the form (type ... ) are for 

rules whose conclusion is a type judgement. So formation of a rule: 

(Rule name) (Annotations) 

El f- ~l ................... ... ........... E, En f- ~n 
Ef-~ 

(3.1) 
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3.3.3 Typing 

The type rules of our language are formulated in terms of the following judgments: 

Table 3.4: Judgments for Language 

Ef-o 

E f- K kind 

E f- A:: K 

E f- Bi :: * 
E f- A ++ B:: K 

E f- A <: B:: K 

Ef-a:A 

Ef-a++b:A 

E is an environment 

K is a kind 

Type A has kind K 

Type B has kind * for i E 1.. ... n 

A and B are equivalent type of kind K 

A is a sub type of B, both of kind K 

a is a value of type A 

a is equal to b in type A. 

Using these judgements and notations, we list the inference rules for our language. 

These rules are straightforward and listed below. 

Kind Formation 

(Kind *) 

E f- 0 

E f- * kind 
(3.2) 

For the environment E, if the conclusion assertion is a kind, then as a premise 

judgement we can state that, environment E is well-formed. 

(Kind -» 

E f- K kind E f- L kind 
(3.3) 

E f- K -> L kind 

For environment E, if K and L are kinds, then for the same environment, as a con

clusion judgement we can state that, K -> L is also a kind. 
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Type formation 

(Type X) 

E',X <: A:: K,E" f- 0 
(3.4) 

E',X <: A:: K,E" f- X:: K 

According to the premise, we can conclude that X is a type in environment E" having 

kind K. The following rule is straight forward. For any well-formed environment, the 

conclusion assertion can be any type having a valid kind. 

(Type Top) 

E f- 0 
(3.5) 

E f- Top:: * 
(Type Record) (li distinct, Vi E {read/write, read, write} ) 

E f- Bi Vi E l....n 

E f- {liVi : Bii E l... .n} 

If the premise consists of some types, then for distinct level (1) 

concluding assertion is a record type in the same environment E. 

(Type U niver sal) 

E, X <: A :: K f- B 
E f- Farall X <: A:: K(B) 

(3.6) 

and variance, the 

(3.7) 

Within the premise the X is a sub type of A and has the kind K. This X is also a 

part of the environment, and the assertion of this judgement is a type B. So finally 

we can state that the assertion of the conclusion judgement is an universal type. 

(Type Operator) 

E , X:: K f- B:: L 
(3.8) 

E f- Function X(B) :: K -> L 

In the premise, if X is a part of the environment having a kind K and the assertion 

contains a type B having a kind L, we can state that the assertion of the conclusion 

judgement is an operator type having a kind K -> 1. 
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(Type OpAppl) 

E f- B :: K -> L E f- A :: K 
E f- B[A]:: L 

19 

(3.9) 

If the premise consists of an operator type B having a kind K -> L and another type A 

having the kind K then the assertion of the conclusion judgement will be an operator 

application type of the kind L. 

Type equivalence 

(Type Object) 

E,X f- A 
E f- Object X A 

(Type Eq Symm) 

Ef-ABB:: K 
Ef- BBA:: K 

If A is equivalent to B, then we can say that B is equivalent to A. 

(Type Eq Trans) 

E f- A B B :: KEf- B B C :: K 
Ef-AB C:: K 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

If A is equivalent to Band B is equivalent to C, then we can say that A is equivalent 

to C. 

(Type Eq X) 

E f- X:: K 

Ef-X BX:: K 

(Type Eq Top) 

Ef-o 

E f- Top B Top:: * 

(Type Eq Record)(li, Vi E {read/write, read, write}) 

E f- Bi B Bi I Vi E L .. n 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 
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If Bi and B~ are equivalent, then for distinct 1 and v the two record types will be 

equivalent. 

(Type Eq Universal) 

E f- A B A' :: K E, X <: A :: K f- B B B' 
(3.16) 

E f- ForaH X <: A :: K(B) B ForaH X <: A' :: K(B') 

For the premise above we can conclude that the two universal types are equivalent. 

(Type Eq Operator) 

E, X :: K f- B B B' :: L 
E f- Function X(B) B Function X(B') :: K -) L 

For the given premise, the two operator types in the conclusion are equivalent. 

(Type Eq OPAppl) / 

E f- B B B' :: K -) L E f- A B A' :: K 
E f- B[A] B B'[A'] :: L 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

For the given premise, the two operator application types in the conclusion are equiv

alent. 

(Type Eval Beta) 

E,X::Kf-B{X} :: L Ef-A::K 
E f- Function X(B){X}[A] B B (A) :: L 

(3.19) 

For this premise, in the conclusion, the operator application type is equivalent to 

substituting all the free variables X in B with A. 

Type inclusion 

(Type. Eq Object) 

E,X f-AB A' 
E f- Object X A B Object X A' 

(Type Sub Refl) 

Ef-AB B:: K 
E f- A <: B:: K 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 
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If A is equivalent to B then for the same kind K, A is a sub type of B. 

(Type Sub Trans) 

E f- A <: B :: KEf- B <: C :: K 
E f- A <: C:: K 
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(3.22) 

If A is a sub type of Band B is a sub type of C, then A is a sub type of C (if all have 

the same kind K) . 

(Type Sub X) 

E', X <: A :: K, E" f- <> 

E',X <: A:: K,E" f- X <: A:: K 

(Type Sub Top) 

E f- A:: * 
E f- A <: Top :: * 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

For any valid type, Top is a super type. Equivalently, we can say that Top is the 

biggest Type. 

(Type Sub Record)(li distinct) 

E f- ViBi <: Vi 'Bi I Vi E L .. n E f- Bi Vi E n+ L .. n+m 
E f- {ljVi : Bi j E l....n+m} <: {ljVi : Bi liE l....n} 

(3.25) 

A record type is a sub type of other record types, if it has all the components of the 

other record type plus some more. 

(Type Sub U niver sal) 

E f- A <: A' :: K E, X <: A :: K f- B <: B' 
(3.26) 

E f- ForaH X <: A :: K{B) <: ForaH X <: A' :: K(B') 

If X is a sub type of A with kind K, A is a sub type of A' with kind K, and B is a 

sub type of B' , then in the conclusion judgement the left universal type is a sub type 

of the right universal type. 

(Type Sub Operator) 

E, X :: K f- B <: B' :: L 
E f- Function X (B) <: Function X (B') :: K -> L 

(3.27) 

In the conclusion judgement, Function X (B) is a sub type of the other function type, 

if B is a sub type of B' and X is a part of the environment having kind K. 
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(Type Sub OPAppl) 

E I- B <: B' :: K -> LEI- A :: K 
E I- B[A] <: B'[A] :: L 
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(3.28) 

If B is a sub type of B' each having kind K -> L and A is a type having kind K then 

we can say that operator application type B[A] is a sub type of the other operator 

application type each having kind L. 

(Type Sub Object) 

E I- Object X A E I- Object Y B E, Y, X <: Y I- A <: B 
E I- Object X A <: Object Y B 

(3.29) 

If X is a sub type of Y and A is a sub type of B, then for two types "Object X A" 

and "Object Y B" , we can conclude that the first is ;l sub type of the second. 

(Type Sub Invariant) 

EI-B 
E I-read/write B <:read/write B 

(Type Sub Covariant) 

E I- B <: B' v E f ead/write,read} 

E I- vB <: read B' 

(Type Sub Contravariant) 

E I- B' <: B v E fead/write,write} 

E I- vB <: writeB' 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 

The above three rules are trivial. Here read means a component of a tuple which is 

covariant, write means the input of a -function and read/write means the invariant 

component. For further reading review Section 2.3. 

Program typing 

(Program Subsumption) 

E I- a : A E I- A <: B 
El-a:B 

(3.33) 

If a is a program of type A and A is a sub type of B then the program a also has the 

type B. 
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(Program x) 

E' ,x : A, E" f- <> 

E', x : A, E" f- x : A 
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(3.34) 

If x is a program of type A and it is also a part of an environment, then it is 

certain that the type of program x is A. 

(Program Record) 

E, Xi : A f- bi : Bi Vi E l.. .. n E f- A B {ljVi : Bi j E L .n} 

E f- {li = bi iEl... .n} : A 
(3.35) 

If A is a record type and program bi is the type of Bi (for i = 1 to n) then the 

conclusion judgement is a record program having type A. 
J 

(Program M etI nvocation) 

E f- a : {ljVi : Bi j E l....n} Vj E {read/write, read} j E l.. ... n 

E f- a.lj : B j 
(3.36) 

If a is a record program and we want to select a component from a, the type of the 

conclusion judgement will be the type of the selected element. 

(Program .MetUpdate) (where A = {ljVi : Bi j E l... .n}) 

E f- C <: A E f- a: C E,x: C f- b : B j Vj E {read/write, write} j E l.. ... n 

E f- a.lj := method (x: C) bend: C 

(Program FieldU pdate) (where A == {ljVi : Bi j E l....n} ) 

E f- B j <: C E"f- a : A Vj EO'{read/write, write} j E l.. ... n 

E f- a.lj := b : C 

(3.37) 

(3.38) 

From the above two rules, we can state that if we update any components of a 

program, the type of the updated program will be the same type as before or a sub 

type of the previous type. 

(Program ConsAbstraction) 

E, X <: A :: K f- b : B 
(3.39) 

E f- function(X <: A :: K) b end: ForaH X <: A :: K (B) 
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(Program ConsApplication) 

E I- b: ForaH X <: A :: K (B){X} E I- A' <: A :: K 

E I- b[A'] : B (A') 
(3.40) 

The above two rules are trivial. For the premise judgements it is clear that the 

conclusion judgements are constant abstraction and constant application program 

sequentially. 

3.4 Proof Rules 

Depending on typing rules, a list of proof rules has been implemented which makes 

the calculus strong. They are stated below. Here a == b :A means that a and bare 

equal program having the same type A. 

3.4.1 Basic Rules 

(Proof Symmetry) 

E I- a == b: A 
E I- b == a: A 

(3.41) 

If a is equivalent to b each having type A, we can say that b is equivalent to a. 

(Proof Transitivity) 

E I- a == b: A E I- b == c: A 
(3.42) 

E I- a == c: A 

If a is equivalent to band b is equivalent to c, we can say that a is equivalent to c. 

(Proof Sub8umption) 

E I- a == b: A E I- A <: B 
(3.43) 

E I- a == b : B 

If a is equivalent to b each having type A, and A is a sub type of B, then we can say 

that a is equivalent to b each having type B. 

(Proof Name) 

El-a{P}==b:A 

E I- a{Name} == b: A 
(3.44) 
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3.4.2 Function Rules 

(Proof Fun Declaration) 

E, x : A I- a == b : B 
E I- function(x : A) a end == function(x : A) b end: A -> B 
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(3.45) 

If a is equivalent to b, and each has the type B, and program x has the type A, we 

can say that these two functions are equivalent. 

(Proof Fun Application) 

E I- al == a2 : A -> BEl- bl == b2 : A 

E I- al[bl] == a2[b2] : B 
(3.46) 

If al and a2 are two equivalent function Programs aqcl. bl and b2 are of the type A, 

we can say that al[bl] is equivalent to a2[b2], both having type B. 

(Proof Fun Beta) 

E I- <> 

E I- function(x : A) a end[b] == a (b) : B 
(3.47) 

This proof rule is distinctive and very important. For any well-formed environment 

we can say that applying program b to a function, is equivalent to substituting all 

other free occurrences of x in this function program with b. 

3.4.3 Record Rules 

(Proof I(ec Declaration) 

E I- ai == bi : Ai i = L .. n 
(3.48) 

Two record programs are equivalent if they have the same type, and any common or 

equivalent components. 

(Proof Rec Selection) 

E I- a == b : {li : Ai} 

E I- a.li == b.li : A 
(3.49) 
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If a and b are two equivalent records, then selecting a record element from a, would 

be equivalent to selecting the same component from b. 

(Proof Rec Sel Beta) 

E 't- 0 
(3.50) 

This proof rule is also quite important. For any well-formed environment, we can say 

that record element selection is equivalent to the value of that element. 

( Proof Rec Update) 

E 't- a == b : {li : Ai} E 't- at == b' : Ai 

E't- a.li := a' == b.li := b' : {li : Ai} 
J 

(3.51) 

If we update the same component from two equivalent records by two equivalent 

programs sequentially, the updated records will be equivalent. 

(Proof Rec Upd Beta) 

E't-o 
(3.52) 

This proof rule is important because it is frequently the last rule used in a proof. This 

is due to the simplicity of the premise. For any well-formed environment, we can say 

that the record update is equivalent to substituting the value of that element, with 

the new value. 

3.4.4 Extended Record Rules 

(Proof ExtRec Declaration) 

E't- al == bl : {li : AJi=l...n E't- a2 == b2 : {li : Ai}i=n+l....m 

E 't- al extended by a2 == bl extended by b2 : {li : A}i=l...n .. . m 
(3.53) 

In the premise, if we have four records where the first two are equivalent and the 

second two are equivalent (call each a pair), then the extended record formed by the 

first of each of the two pairs is equivalent to the extended record formed by the second 

two in each pair. 
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(Proof ExtRec Beta) 

E f- 0 
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(3.54) 

If we divide a record into two parts, then the extended record formed by this two 

parts is equivalent to the whole record. 

3.4.5 Object Rules 

(Proof Object Declaration) 

E f- a.li == b.li : ~ (Objed(Self){li : ~}/Self) i = L .. n 

E f- a == b : Object(Self){li : 4d (3.55) 

If we have two equivalent object selection programs, then we can say that two object 

programs are also equivalent. 

(Proof Obj Selection) 

E f- a == b : object(self : A)g : Ai} 

E f- a.li == b.li : ~ 
(3.56) 

If we have two equivalent object programs, then selecting the same component from 

each of them will be equivalent too. 

(Proof Object Sel Beta) 

E f- 0 
(3.57) 

E f- object(self : A){li = ai}.li == ai (obj ect(self : A)g = ad/self) 
-,. 

This proof rule is distinctive and very important. For any well-formed environment, in 

the conclusion judgement the method invocation program is equivalent to substituting 

all the free occurrences of self into the value of the element, with object program. 

(Proof Obj Update) 

E f- a == b : object(self : A)g : ~} E f- a' == b' : Ai 

E f- a.li := a' == b.li := b' : object(self : A){li : Ai} 
(3.58) 
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If we update the same component from two equivalent objects by two equivalent 

programs sequentially, the updated objects will be equivalent. 

(Proof Object Upd Beta) 

E f- 0 i = L .. n 

E f- object(self : A)g = ai}.li := method(x : A)b end == object(self : A){li = b (self Ix)} 
(3.59) 

This proof rule is distinctive and very important. For any well-formed environment, 

in the conclusion judgement the method update program is equivalent to substituting 

all the free occurrences of x in the value of the element, with self. 

3.4.6 Polymorphic Rules 

(Proof Poly Declaration) 

E, X <: A f- a == b : B 
E f- function(X <: A)a end == function(X <: A)b end: Forall (X <: A)B 

(3.60) 

In the premise judgement if we have two equivalent programs a and b, and X is a sub 

type of A, in the conclusion judgement the two constructor abstraction programs will 

be equivalent. 

(Proof Poly Application) 

E f- al == bl : Forall (X <: A)B E f- Al t-+ A2 

E f- al[AI] == bl[A2] : B (All X) 
(3.61) 

If we have two constructor abstraction programs and we apply two equivalent types 

to them sequentially, resultant constructor application programs will be equivalent. 

(Proof Poly Beta) 

Ef-o 
(3.62) 

E f- function(X <: A)a endend[B] == a (B I X) : C (B I X) 

This proof rule is distinctive and very important. For any well-formed environment, 

in the conclusion judgement the constructor application program is equivalent to 

substituting all the free occurrences of X in a, with B. 
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System 

In this chapter we explain the system in detail. This includes the programming 

language Haskell, the implementation of our language, the implementation of the 

toolkit, as well as a user manual. 

4.1 Haskell 

The language we use to develop our system is Haskell [10]. It is a functional program

ming language. Haskell is strongly typed but its type system is much less restrictive 

because it supports polymorphism. Lazy evaluation is another of its powerful features, 

i.e., it will evaluate a program only if its value is required. Besides polymorphism 

higher order functions is the main abstraction mechanism available in Haskell, i.e. , 

the language allows functions to be parameters as well as return values of other func

tions. Furthermore the code is easy to understand, re-usable, and easy to maintain. 

Its focus is on what is to be computed, not how it should be computed. 

There are a variety of implementations available for Haskell. The current Haskell 

platform is Haskell Platform 2011.2. In our system we use Haskell Platform 2010 and 

GHe 6.10.3, but it will also run in the current platform. Everything is freely available 

for Windows, Mac and Linux at http://hackage.haskell.org/platform/ [10]. 

4.2 Parsec 

Parsec is an industrial strength, monadic parser combinatory library for Haskell. It 

can parse context-sensitive, infinite look-ahead grammars, but it performs best on 

predictive grammars. It is simple, fast, safe, well documented, has extensive libraries 

29 
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and user friendly error messages. It is distributed with an unrestrictive BSD style 

license. The most general way to run a parser is to use the runParser function. 

runParser p st filePath input, runs parser p on the input list of tokens input, 

obtained from source filePath with the initial user state st . The filePath is only 

used in error messages and may be the empty string. It returns either a ParseError 

(Left) or a value of type a (Right) [14]. 

4.3 Language Implementation 

The implementation has two steps. The first phase contains the implementation of 

the language itself as well as its calculus. The second phase is the toolkit to verify 

object oriented programs written in our language. The first phase also contains a 

couple of parsers, (Le.,kind parser, type parser, program parser, type declare parser, 

program declare parser) and different supporting functions. We explain the parsers 

and a couple of important functions in detail in the following sub sections. 

4.3.1 Kind Parser 

According to the syntax of Kind a kind parser has been implemented. Kinds are 

represented in the Haskell program by elements of the data type Kind. The type 

definition of this Kind is as follows: 

infixr 1 :» 

data Kind = Ty I Kind :» Kind 

For this data type Kind, we derived an instance declaration of the class Eq, Le., a class 

giving equality and ineq~ality, as well -.as an instance of show and read also defined 

for Kind. The string representation of Kind in our language is represented by * . The 

Haskell element into which the string is translated by the parser is Ty. Some sample 

examples of kind parser are stated below. 

Table 4.1: Sample Kind Example 
Input 

Ty :» Ty :» Ty :» Ty 
(((* -> *) -> (* -> *)) -> *) -> * 

* -> * -> * 
(Ty :» Ty) :» (Ty :» Ty) 
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4.3.2 Variance Parser 

There is a variance parser that works inside the type parser. The type definition of 

Variance is as follows: 

data Variance = R I W I RW 

For Variance data type we derived an instance declaration of the class Eq, i.e. , 

a class giving equality and inequality, as well as an instance of show and read also 

defined for this data type. Some examples about variance parser are stated below. 

Table 4.2: Sample Variance Representation 
Haskell Element String Representation 

R read 
W write 

RW read/whte 

4.3.3 Type Parser 

The type definition of the data type Type is as follows: 

data Type = TypeVar String 

I TypeName String 

Top 

Type :-> Type 

RecordType (M.Map String (Variance,Type)) 

ExtRecType Type Type 

ObjectType String Type 

ClassType String. Type 

UniversalType String Type Kind Type 

Operator String Kind Type 

OpAppl Type Type 

Before we go into the details, we want to explain shortly the alternative for a couple 

of non trivial data types. The TypeVar alternative is variable type, i.e., any capital 

letter or any string begins with capital letter. The Top is the biggest type, the 

internal representation of a record is represented by the RecordType. The alternative 

for Operator is function and OpAppl represents the operator or function application. 

We defined an instance of the show class, i.e., a class that convert a value to a 

string, for the data type Type. The type definition of TypeVarEnv is 
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type TypeVarEnv = M.Map String (Type,Kind) 

The result of this parser is the tuple (Type, Kind). TypeVarEnv works as an internal 

state of the parser by saving any defined type variable with their Type and Kind. The 

examples below show some input and output for the typeParser. 

Example Top 

Input: II Top II 

Output: (Top, Ty) 

Example RecordType 

Input: "{l :Top, read m:Top}1I 

Output: (RecordType (fromList [(liP, (RW, Top) J, ("m", 

(R,Top))]), Ty) 

The input is a RecordType. Here as a Variance one can give as input: read, write 

or nothing at all. If read is the input, the output will show R, for write the output 

will show Wand for no input the default output will be RW. 

Example ObjectType 

Input: "0bject X {m:Top,l:Top->Top}" 

Output: (ObjectType X (RecordType (fromList [(lm",(RW ,Top)), 

(ll",(RW,Top :-> Top))]),Ty) 

In this ObjectType input, X is a TypeIdentifier, i.e., upper case character or any 

string start with capital l etter. the default TypeIdentifier for this Type is Self). 

The body of a ObjectType needs to be the RecordType. 

Example ClassType 

Input: "Class {m :Self,l :Top->Top}" 

Output: (ClassType Self (RecordType (fromList [( "m II , (RW, Self) ) , 

(ll",(RW,Top :-> Top))]),Ty) 

This is a ClassType input. After the basic token Class there is no TypeIdentifier, 

that means the TypeIdentifier Self will work as a default input. For this Type the 

body always needs to be the RecordType. 
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Example UniversalType 

Input: "Forall X<:Top::* (Top->Top)" 

Output: (UniversalType X Top Ty (Top->Top),Ty) 

For this Uni versalType, X needs to be a sub type of the Type Top and they also 

need t o have the same Kind. 

Example Operator 

Input: "Function X (Top)" 

Output: (Operator X Ty Top,Ty->Ty) 

In this OperatorType Function is the basic token, X is a TypeIdentifier that works 

as a parameter of a function. Top is the return type,.,of that function. The Kind is 

not specified, so Ty will work as a default Kind input. 

Example OpAppl 

Input: "Function X (Top) [Top]" 

Output : (OpAppl (Operator X Ty (Top»[Top] ,Ty) 

T he first part of t his OpAppl needs to be an Operator Type. The second part can be 

any Type. 

Example ExtRecType 

Input: "{read m :Top} extended by {read 0 :Object Self {p :Self}}" 

Output:Right (ExtRecType (RecordType (fromList [("m",(R,Top»]» 

(RecordType (fromList [(" o!~ , (R, Db j ectType Self (RecordType 

(fromLi st [( "p" , (RW , Self) ) ] ) ) ) ) ] ) ) , Ty) 

This ExtRecType is actually two or more RecordType separated by the basic t oken 

extended by. 

Example Type :-> Type 

Input: "{ }- >{ }" 

Output: (RecordType (fromList []» :->(RecordType 

(fromList []», Ty) 

This is straight forward and applicable for any Type. 
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4.3.4 Some Important Functions 

There are many functions in the type module. A few are necessary for using the 

system and are really important. As mentioned above, for Type we already defined 

an instance of the show class. So for all functions, show is applied to their result 

automatically. A couple of functions are explained below. 

typeNormalForm 

The type declaration of typeNormalForm is stated below with the type declaration 

of TypeNameEnv. 

type TypeNameEnv = M.Map String (Type,Kind) 

typeNormalForm :: TypeNameEnv -> Type -> Type 
~ 

This function takes a Type as a parameter and returns a Type in a normal form. A 

couple of examples are stated below. 

Example 1 

Input: typeNormalForm M.empty (TypeVar "Y") 

Output: Y 

Example 2 

Input: typeNormalForm (M.empty) (RecordType (M.fromAscList 

[("l",(R,Top))])) 

Output: {read 1 : TOp} 

Example 3 

Input: typeNormalForm (M.empty) (OpAppl (Operator "X" Ty 

(TypeVar "X" :-> TypeVar "X")) Top) 

Output: Top->Top 

typeSubstitute 

typeSubstitute :: Type -> String -> Type -> Type 

The typeSubstitute function takes three parameters, namely Type(tl) , String(s) 

and Type(t2) . As an output it returns a Type after substituting all the free occurrences 

of s at t2 with tl. A couple of input and output for this function are stated below. 
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Example 1 

Input: typeSubstitute (TypeVar "X") "Y" (TypeVar "Z") 

Output: Z 

Example 2 

Input: typeSubstitute (TypeVar "X") "Y" (TypeVar lIylI) 

Output : X 

Example 3 

Input: typeSubstitute (TypeVar "X") "Y" (RecordType 
(M . fromAscList [(Ill", (R, (TypeVar lI ylI»)]» 

Output: {read 1 : X} (' 

freeType Vars 

freeTypeVars :: Type - > S.Set String 
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The freeTypeVars function takes one parameter, namely Type (tl ) and returns a set 

of free String in tl. A couple of input and output for freeTypeVars function are 

stated below. 

Example 1 

Input: freeTypeVars (TypeVar "X") 

Output: fromList ["X"] 

Example 2 

Input : freeTypeVars (ObjectType "X" (RecordType 

(M. fromAscList [( "1" , (R, (TypeVar "X"»)]») 

Output: fromList [] 

Example 3 

Input: freeTypeVars(Class "Self"(Operator "X" Ty (RecordType(M . 

fromAscList[("l",(R,TypeVar"Y"»]»)(Operator "X" Ty(RecordType 

M. empty» (RecordType (M . fromAscList [("1", (R, (TypeVar "X"»)]») 

Output : fromList ["X", lIylI] 
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typeEqual 

typeEqual TypeNameEnv -> Type -> Type -> Bool 

typeEqual nenv t1 t2 = typeEqualNF (typeNormalForm nenv t1) 

(typeNormalForm nenv t2) 

typeEqualNF :: Type -> Type -> Bool 
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As parameter the typeEqual function takes TypeNameEnv, Type(tl) and Type(t2). As 

an output it returns Bool type by applying typeEqualNF to these two Type tl and 

t2. Three examples below show the input and output for the function typeEqualNF. 

Example 1 

Input: typeEqual (M.empty) (TypeVar "X") (TypeVar "Y") 
(' 

Output: False 

Example 2 

Input: typeEqual (M.empty) (TypeVar "X") (TypeVar "X") 

Output: True 

Example 3 

Input: typeEqual (Operator "X" Ty Top) (Operator "Y" Ty Top) 

Output: True 

In Example 3, though the parameter of the two Operator types is different, they 

are equal types. The implementation of typeEqualNF for Operator Type is stated 

below. 

typeEqualNF (Operator sl k1 t1) (Operator s2 k2 t2) = 
let fv = freeTypeVars t1 (S.union( freeTypeVars t2 

sn = TypeVar (newTypeVar "X" fV) 

in typeEqualNF (typeSubstitute sn sl t1) (typeSubstitute sn s2 t2) 

subType 

subType TypeEnv -> Type -> Type -> Bool 

subType (venv,nenv) t1 t2 = subTypeNF venv (typeNormalForm nenv t1) 

(typeNormalForm nenv t2) 
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subTypeNF :: TypeVarEnv -> Type -> Type -> Bool 

lubType :: TypeVarEnv -> Type -> Maybe Type 
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The subType function determines if one Type is sub type of other Type or not. As 

a parameter it takes TypeEnv, Type(sub type) and Type(super type). Its return type 

is Bool. The two assisting functions are subTypeNF and lubType. subTypeNF takes 

TypeVarEnv and two normal formed Type (sub type and super type) and returns type 

Bool. A couple of examples of subType are st ated below. 

Example 1 

Input: subType (M.empty,M.empty) (TypeVar "X") Top 

Output: True 

As we stated Top is super type for all other Type,, ~so whatever the sub type is, if 

Top is a super type then it is always true. 

Example 2 

Input: subType (M.empty,M.empty) (RecordType (M.fromAscList 

[("l",(R,TypeVar"Y")),("m",(RW,Top))])) (RecordType (M.fromAscList 

[("l",(R,TypeVar"Y"))])) 

Output: True 

Example 3 

Input: subType (M.empty,M.empty) (Operator "X" Ty Top) (Operator 

"Y" Ty Top) 

Output: True 

4.3.5 Type Declaration Parser 

In order to declare a Type we will have to start with the basic token type followed 

by one to many TypeIdentifier. After that, we require the basic token equal (=) 
and a valid Type to complete t he type declaration. A couple of input and output 

examples are stated below. 

Example 1 

Input: runTDecl "type X = n" 

Output: fromList[("X",(n,*))] 
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Example 2 

Input: runTDecl "type X y= n" 
Output: fromList[("X", (Function Y: :*(n) ,* -> *))] 

Example 3 

Input: runTDecl "type X Y Z= n" 
Output: fromList[("X", (Function Y: : * (Function Z: :*(n)) ,* -> *->*))] 

4.3.6 Program Parser 

The type definition of the data type Program is as follows: 

data Program = ProgVar String 

ProgName String 

Function String Type Program 

Appl Program Program 

Record (M.Map String Program) 

ExtRecord Program Program 

ProgClass String String Type Program Type Program Program 

MetInvocation Program String 

FieldUpdate Program String Program 

MetUpdate Program String String Type Program 

Object String Type Program 

ConsAbstraction String Type Kind Program 

ConsApplication Program Type 
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Here ProgVar stands for program varIable, i.e, any small letter or any string starts 

with a small letter. The Appl represents the application of a Program to other 

Program. In order to select an element from a Record or Object we use MetInvocation. 

By using MetUpdate we can update a method inside an Object. The alternative for 

ConsAbstraction and ConsApplication are constant abstraction and constant ap

plication respectively. 

For this data type Program, we defined an instance of show class, i.e., a class 

which converts a value to a String. Examples below show some input and output for 

the program parser. 
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Example Function 

Input: function (x:Object {}) {} end 

Output: (Function x (ObjectType "Self" (Record 

(M.fromAscList []») (Record (M.fromAscList []», 

(ObjectType "Self" (Record (M.fromAscList []») -> 

(RecordType (M.fromAscList []») 
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Function Program always begins with the basic token function followed by a 

opening bracket and a ProgramIdentifier, Le., lower case charact er or any string 

start with small letter. After that we need to put the basic token colon(:) , the Type of 

that ProgramIdentifier, and the closing bracket. As a last step we need to specify 

the Program (body of the function) and the final basic token end. 

Example ConsAbstraction 

Input: function (X<:Object {}) {} end 

Output: (ConsAbstraction X (ObjectType "Self" (Record 

(M.fromAscList []») TY (Record (M.fromAscList []»),Forall X 

(Obj ectType "Self" (Record (M. fromAscList []») TY 

(Record (M.fromAscList []»» 

For constant abstraction Program (ConsAbstraction) the starting basic token is 

function. Then we need to put opening and closing first bracket. Inside this bracket 

we need to specify the TypeIdentifier followed by basic token subtype and the 

Type of the TypeIdentifier. After that we will have to specify the body Program 

and the last basic token end. 

Example Record 

Input: {l={}} 

Output: «Record (M. fromAscList [(" 1" , (Record (M. fromAscList [] 

»)]»,(RecordType (M.fromAscList [("l",(RW,(RecordType 

(M.fromAscList []»»]») 

Record Program starts with the left second bracket followed by zero to many record 

elements separated by comma and the right second bracket. Each record element is 

the combination of a ProgramIdentif ier followed by basic token equal (=) and a 

Program. 
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Example Object 

Input: object (x:Object {l=Self})({m=x}) 

Output: (Object x Object Self (RecordType (M.fromAscList [("1", 

(RW,Self))])) (Record (M.fromAscList [("P,X)] ,Object Self 

(RecordType (M.fromAscList [(ll",(RW,Self))]))) 
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Object Program is straight forward. The Type of the ProgramIdentifier needs to 

be ObjecType and the body of this Object Program needs to be a Record Program. 

Example ProgClass 

Input: Subclass (self:mu X) where X <:Function Y ({l:Top}) 

with {} override {} 
(' 

Output: (ProgClass self X Operator Y Ty (RecordType 

(M. fromAscList [( lip, (RW, Top))])) (Object "self" (ClassType 

II Self II (RecordType M.empty) ) (Record (M.fromAscList [("new", 

(Object "self" (ObjectType "Self" (RecordType M.empty)) (Record 

M.empty)))]))) (ClassType "Self" (RecordType M.empty)) (Record 

(M.fromAscList [])) (Record (M.fromAscList [])), ClassType "Self" 

(RecordType M. empty)) 

In ProgClass Program, two Typeidentifier(X) need to be equal and sub type 

of the Operator Type whose body is a Type of RecordType . It can be followed by 

the optional superClasses. One sample superClasses is as follows: of Program 

(p) (Object) : Type (t) (ClassType) . The return type of Program (p) needs 

to be the sub type of the given Type (t) . The Operator Type generated form this 

superClasses needs to .be super type. of the Operator Type in Subclass. If no 

superClasses is provided then by default it will return an Object Program having a 

Class Type with empty RecordType, and a Record Program with single element new 

of program self . Now we need to add the basic token with and a Record Program 

as well as basic token override and a Record Program. 

Example Appl 

Input: function (x:Top) {} end [{}] 

Output: ( Appl (Function x Top (Record (M.fromAscList []))) 

(Record (M.fromAscList [])), (RecordType (M.fromAscList []))) 
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The Appl Program takes two parameters. The first Program needs to be a Function 

Program. The Type of the second Program needs to be a sub type of the Type of the 

ProgramIdentifier in Function Program. 

Example ConsApplication 

Input: function (X<:Object {}) {} end [Object {}] 

Output: (ConsApplication (ConsAbstraction X (ObjectType "Self" 

(Record (M.fromAscList []») TY (Record (M.fromAscList []») 

(ObjectType "Self" (Record (M. fromAscList [J)), (RecordType 

(M.fromAscList []») 

ConsApplication takes a ConsAbstraction Program followed by a Type (t). The 

super type of the TypeIdentifier needs to be sub ty.pe of the given Type (t). 

Example MetInvocation 

Input: {l={}}.l 

Output: (MetInvocation (Record (M.fromAscList [("l",(Record 

(M.fromAscList []»)]» 1,(RecordType (M.fromAscList []») 

The syntax of the method invocation (MetInvocation) is a Program (p) followed 

by the basic token select (.) and a ProgramIdentifier. The Program (p) 

can be a Record Program or Object Program(body is a Record Program). The 

ProgramIdentifier needs to be a member of Record Program. 

Example FieldUpdate 

Input: {l={}}.l:= {m={}} 

Output: (FieldUpdate (Record (M. fromAscList [( "l" , (Record 

(M.fromAscList [J»)]» 1 (Record (M.fromAscList [("m",(Record 

(M.fromAscList []»)]»,(RecordType (M.fromAscList [("l",(RW,(Record 

(M.fromAscList [J»)]»»]») 

Program FieldUpdate starts with a Record Program followed by basic token select 

(.), ProgramIdentifier, basictoken update (:=) and another Program (p2). The 

Type of the ProgramIdentifier needs to be a super type of the Type of Program 

(p2). 
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Example Met Update 

Input: object (x:Object {l:{}}) ({l={}}).l:=method(l: Object {l:{}}» 

{m={}} end 
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Output: (MetUpdate (Object (x:ObjectType "Self"(RecordType (M. 

fromAscList [("l",(RW,(RecordType (M.fromAscList [ ]»»]») ((Record 

(M.fromAscList [("l",(Record (M.fromAscList []»)]»» 1 l(ObjectType 

"Self" (RecordType (M.fromAscList [("1", (RW, (RecordType (M.fromAscList 

[ ]»»]») ((Record (M. fromAscList [( "m" , (Record (M. fromAscList []»)] 

») , ObjectType (RecordType (M. fromAscList [( "1" , (RW, (RecordType 

(M.fromAscList [ ]»»]») 

Method update MetUpdate starts with an Object Program (pi) followed by basic 

token select (.) , ProgramIdentifier (11) , basictoken update (: =) , basic token 

method, ProgramIdentifier, Type (ti),a Program (p2) and final basic token end. 

The Type of Program pi needs to be subType of the Type t1 as well as Type of 

Program p2 also need to be sub type of the functions (typeSubsti tute t 1 s t) 

Type ,i.e., substitute all free s in t with t1 , where ti is the Type of the Program p1, 

s is the ProgramIdentifier inside the Program p1 (for above example it is x) and 

t is the Type of the label 11. 

4.3.7 Program Declare Parser 

Input: x : {l:{}} = {l={}} 

Output: 0 

This is one sample input and output for program declare parser. It takes a 

ProgramIdentifier followed by basiC' token colon (:) , a Type (tl), basic token 

equal (=) and a Program. The Type of this Program needs to be sub type of Type 

tl. 
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4.4 Calculus Implementation 

The calculus consists a set of proof rules. The type defination of Proof Rules is as 

follows: 

data Proof Rules Symm 

Name 

Tran Program Type 

Sub Type 

Func 

Beta 

FuncAppl Type 

ExtRec Type Type 

ExtNormal 

RecEq 

MetInv4Rec Type 

Met InvEq4Rec 

MetInv40bj Type 

Met InvEq40bj 

FieldUp 

FieldUp40bj 

FieldUpEq 

GetMetlnv40bj String 

MetUpdateEq 

ConsAbs 

ConsAppl String Kind 

ConsApplEq 

The type Proof Rules has made a member or instance of Show class by defining 

the signature functions for this type. Related to Proof Rules a type UndoProofRules 

has been defined. Tye type defination for UndoProofRules is as follows: 

data UndoProofRules = USymm 

UName Program 

UTran 

USub Type 

UFunc String Type 

UBeta String Type Program Program Type 
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UFuncAppl 

UExtRec 

UExtNormal Program Program Type 

URecEq Program Program Type 

UMetInv4Rec String 

UMetInvEq4Rec Program String Program Type 

UMetInv40bj String 

UMetInvEq40bj String Type Program String Type 

UFieldUp String 

UFieldUp40bj String 

UFieldUpEq Program String Program Type 

UGetMetInv40bj String Type 
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UMetUpdateEq String Type Program String String Type Program Type 

UConsAbs String Type Kind 

UConsAppl Type Type 

UConsApplEq String Type Kind Program Type Type 

In order to apply the Proof Rules stated in chapter two, we need a Theorem and 

Proof State. Type definition of this two types are as follows: 

newtype Theorem = Th (Program, Program,Type) 

type Proof Obligations = [Theorem] 

type Proof State = (ProgramVarEnv ,TypeVarEnv ,Proof Obligations) 

4.4.1 Parser 

Two simple parsers have been impleillented to assist user for giving correct input. 

This two parsers are explained below with a couple of input and output samples. 

proofParser 

The proof Parser, parse the first Theorem. It takes a Program follwed by two equal 

basic token (==), another Program, basic token colon(:) and finally the Type of this 

two Program. It returns Theorem or user friendly error message. a couple of sample 

input and out pur for this parser are as follows: 

Input: II {}=={}: {} II 

Output: {}=={}:{} 
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Input: Itrue==true:Bool" 

Output: true==true:Bool 

Input: l(true.or)[false]==true:Bool" 

Output: true.or[false]==true:Bool 

doRuleParser 
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In order to proof properties of a program, sometimes user needs to provide some 

information, i.e., Type, Program. This parser parse this input and returns user 

friendly message or Proof Rules. 

4.4.2 Some Important Functions 

There are three very important functions work in the center of our calculus. They 

are explained below: 

checkRule 

The definition of this function is 

checkRule :: Env -> Proof Rules -> Proof State -> Bool 

It takes environment, Proof Rules and Proof State as argument and checks whether 

this Proof Rules is applicable to this Proof State or not. If applicable then it returns 

True otherwise False. 

applyRules 

The definition of this function is 

applyRules :: Env -> Proof Rules -> Proof State -> (Proof State , 

UndoProofRules) 

It takes environement, Proof Rules , Proof State as argument and apply the 

Proof Rules to the Proof State and finally returns a pair of new Proof State and 

UndoProofRules. 

I 
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undoRules 

The definition of this function is 

undoRules : :UndoProofRules -> Proof State -> Proof State 

This function takes UndoProofRules, Proof State as a parameter and after ap

plying UndoProofRules to present Proof State it returns the previous Proof State. 

4.4.3 Some Help-Functions 

There are some other helping functions that assist previous three important functions. 

But they are similar to the functions in type module. So here I am just listing them. 

• programSubstitute:: Program -> String ,7> Program -> Program 

• progTypeSubstitute Type -> String -> Program -> Program 

• freeProgramVars :: Program -> S.Set String 

• freeProgramTypeVars Program -> S.Set String 

• programEqual :: Env -> Program -> Program -> Bool 

4.5 Toolkit Implementation 

GTK+, Glade and gtk2hs help out the implementation of the toolkit. GTK+ is a 

toolkit for creating graphical user interface. GTK + is written in C, but has bindings 

to many other popular programming languages such as Haskell, C++, Python and 

among others. GTK+ is licensed under the GNU LGPL 2.1 allowing development 

of open software, free software, or even commercial non-free software without any 

license fees or royalties. Check out the latest stable release of GTK + for GNU /Linux 

and Unix, \Vindows(32-bit) and 64-bit or OSX at http://www.gtk.org/download.html 

[11]. 
Glade is a RAD tool to enable quick and easy development of user interface 

for the GTK+ toolkit and the GNOME desktop environment. The user interface 

designed in Glade are saved as XML. By using the GtkBuilder (GTK+), XML can 

be loaded dynamically as needed by applications. By using GtkBuilder, Glade XML 

files can be used in numerous programming languages including Haskell, C, C++, 

Vala, Java, Perl, Python,and others. Glade is Free Software released under the GNU 
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GPL License. To get the sources for the Glade project choose one of the release 

tarballs from http://glade.gnome.org/sources.html [12]. 

Gtk2Hs is a Haskell binding to Gtk+ 2.x. Using it, one can write Gtk+ based 

applications with GHC. It currently works with Gtk+ 2.0 through to 2.22 on Unix, 

Win32 and MacOS X. For installing gtk2hs, haskell platform and the GTK/Glade 

bundle installation is required. For sources, installation notes and further study visit 

http://www.haskell.org/haskellwiki/Gtk2Hs# WhaLisjt.3F [13]. 

4.6 User Manual 

Using our toolkit is really simple and easy. We need to follow just a couple of steps. 

First of all we will have to write some program in any text editor and save the file. 

Now we need to run the system and select the file. A$ a part of the first step we also 

need to compile the program and if everything goes alright we will have to enter the 

second step by opening the proof window. In proof window our first job is to give 

input the property of program we are going to proof and parse it. The final step is to 

prove the property by applying different rules. It is not necessary to finish the proof 

in one sitting. If one likes she can save the proof and come later. In order to prove a 

saved proof, she will have to load the program, parse it, open proof window and load 

the saved proof sequentially. Now it is open to apply any rule to finish this proof. In 

the last chapter we will show the precise use of our toolkit with an example. So here 

we are just explaining functionality of all the components in our toolkit. 

4.6.1 Buttons 

Select File 

This button works as a file selector. When someone click on this button, it will pop

up a new window and ask the user to select a file, Le., the program whose properties 

user going to proof. 

Accept 

Accept button parse the input program (contents of the selected file) and gives ap

propriate message to the user, either accepted or user friendly error message. 
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start Proof 

This button creates the Proof window. 

Insert 1st Proof State 

It parses the Theorem provided in the text input box (by the left of this button), and 

gives appropriate message to the user, either accepted or user friendly error message. 

Help / Output 

It provides general help message about every action. 

Show Proof 
J 

It will display the proof, i.e. the list of Proof Rules applied, into another pop-up 

window. If user wants to close this new window, needs to press the close button or 

cross sign at the top right hand. 

Undo & Redo 

This two buttons are straight forward. If applicable they will do the undo and redo. 

On the other hand it will display user friendly error message saying that "undo/redo 

are not possible". 

Save 

User does not have to complete a proof in one sitting. User may also return to current 

position in the future , to refresh their memory or any other purpose. If some one 

wants to come back later and finish hi.g proof from present state, she needs to save 

her work. If user click on the save button it will create a pop up window and ask for 

the file where she wants to save her present state. 

Load 

It loads the saved proof, Proof State and Theorem. Therefore if user click on this 

button, it creates a pop up window and ask for the file name that contain her saved 

work. 
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Input Hint 

It directs the user toward the right input by displaying messages, i.e. Program or 

Type required, input is wrong etc. 

Go 

Go button parse the user input. Depending on the parser output user will be able to 

apply the current rule or get an user friendly error message. 

4.6.2 List of Proof Button 

Each proof button is associated to one Proof Rules, explained in chapter two. The 

list of proof buttons are as follows: 

Table 4 3· Proof Buttons 
Type of Rule Name of Rule Type of Rule Name of Rule 

Symmetry Declaration 
Transitivity Selection 

Basic Rules Subsumption Record Rules Beta( Selection) 
Declaration Update 
Swap State Beta(U pdate) 
Declaration Declaration 

Function Rules application Extended Record Rules Beta-Rule 
Beta-Rule 
Declaration Declaration 
Selection application 

Object Rules Beta( Selection) Polymorphic Rules Beta-Rule 
Update 
Beta(U pdate) 

4.7 Example 

In this section we are going to prove some properties of Program written in our 

language. As a first step of this process, in any text editor we need to write some 

Program and save the file. For this example the name of the file is FirstProg.prog. In 
order to start the system we need to run (double click) main.hs module with GHCi. 

After a successful run we will see the following window. 
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Figure 4.1: GHCi command window 
J 
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To open the first window of our toolkit we need to write down the command main 

in GHCi command prompt (present window). The first window of our toolkit is as 

follows: 

-1- . , .. . 

Figure 4.2: First VOOP window 

I 

II 
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Next job is to select the file FirstProg.prog by clicking the Select File button. 

In order to parse the file we will have to click the Accept button. If there is no error in 

the Program, the message Accepted otherwise user friendly error message will show 

up on bottom text view box. The snap short of the accepted program is as follows: 

Bool:: Object{and:Self ·> Self,or: Self -> Self, not : Self, if: Foral! A<:Top::"{A· >A·> A)}; 

: Bool :: cbject{self:Bool){ and:: function{other:Bool)other end, 
or = function (other:Booll self end, 
not = object(selfO:Bool){ and:: functicn(other:Bool) selfO end, 

or :: function(other:Bool) other end, 
not = self, 
if = function (A<:Top:: ') function (then:A,else:A) else end end 

}, 
if :: function (A<:Top::') function (then:A,else:A) then end end 

}. " , " 

: Bool :: true.not; 

Bin X={isleaf:Bool, Ift:X .. rht:X,conslft:X->X,consRht: X-> X}; 

binClass : Class Self (Bin[SelflJ 
:: subclass (self: mu X) where X <: Bin 
with {isLeaf:: true, 

1ft" self.lft 
rht :: self.rht, 
consLft" function (Ift:Object (X[SelfJ)) «{self.isLeaf := method (y: Object (X[Self)))false end).lft::method (y: Objec 
consRht:: function {rht:Object (X(SelfJ)) « (self.isleaf ::: method (y: Object (X(Self]))false end).Ift:=method (y: Objl 
} 

override{} ; 

Pair X:: {left: Top, right: Top}; 

I l lu,mLld5S: Class Self(Pair[Self)) :: subclass (self: mu X) where X <: Pair with {left = self.left, right:: self.right} override {}; 

Figure 4.3: First VOOP after parsing the Program 
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Now it is time to open the proof window by clicking the Start Proof button. 

The view of the proof window is as follows: 

-:; 

I 
=1 
'I 

J 
i , 

'1 II 
11 
1,,1 
I I 
U 

P_roof ?hte~ Waiting For Proof 

( L,~ ~- . '" " '~ - ' " • 1[1 · ,I' 
Basic Rule. Function Rules Record Rules Extended Record Rules Object Rules Polymorphic Rules 

I Symmet~ I pedaration ] 

I I I Transitivi~ I D.ecloration [ Sel~ion I I Declaratio~ 
I SuP,umPtio,n I i B~ '~lei;ttoriJ I [ Application I I I I Declaration Update 

Decl~ration 1 
I Beta ,(Selection) I 1- Dedaration 

I B~a (Up~a~\'i 1 Application 

I I Selection 

SWiPStatU I Beta-~ [!et.{~ Beta-Rule 
~ 

i Update, I I Beta-Rule ] 

Figure 4.4: Proof window 

Step 1: 

We want to prove that the implementation of Program or is correct for all conditions. 

At this point we need to "Select the prop"erty of Program we are going to prove. We are 

familiar with all the three properties of or, i.e, TRUE OR X = TRUE, FALSE 

OR FALSE = FALSE. In order to start the proof we have to input the first theorem, 

i.e., the property of the Program we are going to prove, in the input text box. In this 

example the theorem we are going to prove is (true. or) [false] ==true: Bool 

Step 2: 

Click the Insert 1st Proof State button to accelerate the proof by parsing the 

first theorem. The view of the proof window is as follows: 
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~,ue.ar)!~~~;i~-;:B~~·l E~~~~;;~~3 
rUE:.or[false:) -= = trut:: Bool 

r~-'~~~'~ 

Help/ Output 
Start Your Proof 

"- -_1 · 

'[L==============================J'~!' .=. : .. =.======================== ~ , 
Ba~ic Rule:s 

I Sy~metry 
I T ~n5itiviry 
I Subsum~ti'on I 
I Oed_ration 

/ 

I Swip _S~ate I 

Function Rules 

~au;] 

I .~ Applicl~io_~. / 

I Beta~.Rul~ 
'/ 

Record Rules 

Declaration 

Selection. 

I B<Ia (Sel~ctiQnJ I 
I Update 

/ 

I Beta (Update) I 

ExtEnded 'Record Rules 

[ Declaration 

Object Rules 

I Declarati9" 

I Beta (Selection) J 

I Beta (Update) / 

I Selection I 
I Update I 

Figure 4.5: Proof window with fifst theorem 

Now we need to apply the following rules sequentially. 

Rule 1: Transitivity (Basic Rule) 

Polymorphic Ruies 

Applicati.on 

Beta·Rule 
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For the given theorem, this is the first rule we are able to apply. For this rule some 

user input is required. So at the time of clicking the Transi ti vi ty button one 

new window will pop up. we will have to enter function (other:Bool) true end 

[false] into the input text box on new pop up window. In order to parse this user 

input we will have to press the Go button. The snap short of pop up window with 

the user input is as follows: 

1
-:::1 Input Hint: 
~~ PleaseEntertheOt ,Pro ram forA I in Transitivi Rul 

~~n (other:Bcol) true e:nd[faI5~~--_-=--== I-

Figure 4.6: User input window 
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After applying the first rule, the proof window looks like as follows: 

. -0- ...... 

Proof States Waiting For Proof . __ _ _ .. _ 

lunction (othe"Socl)true endll.loel = = Irue : Object SeW{readfwrite and: Self·>SeIf. r"d!wrile if: For.1I A< : T op::"(A·>A· >AJ, ",ad/write not: Sell. re.d! ~J 

< c::::: III ~ 

Bask Rules FUnction Rules R~cord RuleS" Extended Record Rules ODject Rul .. Polymorphic Rule, 

I~m<by I Oeclaration _Declaration 

[i£~6~i~lil [~~::~~ Selection 1 Bet' ISelectien) 1 
l Ol!Clarati~J 

D.eclii-ration 
I Subsurrp)i9" I i S~ (Sele5tion) 1 t I [A;lication J BI\l' (~pd.teJ Application 

[ Declarati~ Lu.Pd.te I I, Selection I 
t Swip.State I L Bela·Rule 1 I B.etaJ Update) ,I I jJ 

t 
' Update I Bela·Rule L __ !·ta.~~ ____ -: 

Figure 4.7: Proof window after rulel 

Rule 2: Application (Function Rules) 

This is the second rule we are going to apply. For this rule we also need an user input. 

The required user input is Bool. The view of the proof window after applying second 

rule is as follows: 

~~-~. ,- - -- -- -- -- -- -- - -- -- -- -- '. ", !!§.1~ 

----~~- - ---- - - ----------- ------------------------~---'-.--

~Or)[f.I'.I==~.:B~I IIn'.rtlst. propf ,St·t:1 
rUMr == fUnclion (other.Bool)!ru. end: Bool·> Object Sell(re.d!writeand: SeW·>Self, read!write if: Ferall A<:Top::*(A·>A·>A), re.d/writ. not: Self, re, I~ 

!II 

Proof States_ W~iting For Proof . _ _ _ _ . 

fal,e == f.lse: 8001 IJ1 
function (other.Bool)true: end(fillse] == true: Object Self{rEad/write and: Self-> Self, readlwrite: if: Foral! A<:Top::i<'(A->A-'Jo.A), read/ write not: Self, read! 0, 
• I 

Basic Rules 

~;;J 
~iJ 
i Subsumption I 
L Oecli!lrabo~J 
I Swip,St.te I 

Functi~11 Rules 

Beta·Rule. 

Record Rules 

[D;~ 
LSe'~ 
I Bet'(Sel~~ionJ, t 

[ Update .1 

I Bet,'{upd,te) I 

Extended 'Record Rules 

Qeclaration 1 
. 1 

Object Rules 

O~Clarati.o~ 
t Bet, (Selection) I 
I . Beta (Update) 1 

I Selection I 

CU~ 

Figure 4.8: Proof window after rule2 

Polymorphic Rule, 

Declaration 

Bela-RUle J 
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Rule 3: Transitivity (Basic Rule) 

It is again time to apply the Transitivity rule. As we said for this rule user input is 

required. The required input for this time is as follows: 

Required Input : 

object(self:Bool){ and = function(other:Bool)other end, 

or = function (other :Bool) self end, 

}.or 

not object(selfO:Bool) 

{ 

and = function(other:Bool) self a end, 

or = function(other:Bool) other end, 

not= self, 

if function (A<:Top: :*) function (th~n : A,else:A) else end end 

}, 

if = function (A<:Top::*) function (then:A,else:A) then end end 

The new look of the proof window after applying third rule is as follows: 

. .. . ---- - - --- -----~~-x-o 

-- ---- - - - ------- - - - --~- - ----- - --- --~ ----- ~, 

, rl -----------~ml~------~ 

Proof States Waiting For Proof ....... 

object (self:8ool){and ;; functicn (other:Booljother end,if;; function (A<:T cp:: "')function (then:A)fundion (elsl!:A)then end I!!:nd end.not ::: ObjEd (s:eIf(l:B ~ 
falsI!;;:: felse: Bool ~ .. , 

function (other.Bool)tlU' .ndlnl";" true , ObjectSeIf{read/writ •• nd , SeIf·>SeJf. read/write ~,Fo,,11 A<,1op,,"(A· >A->A). read/Write not ,Self. read! s 

( L ~ .~ 

BO!Olt Ruh:s Function Rules Record Rules Extended Record Rules Object Rules Polymorph;c Rules 

I SymmetJy I I Declaration [ Declaration I 
~5J [ Declaration 1 [ Selection J ~(Select~ 

Declaration 

L~~] I Sub~u~p~on I I Applicatjon I I Beta (S~ecti9n) I L Beta (UpdllteJ 1 Application 
[ Declaration] [ Updatl! I I. Selection 1 

[ SwipStlte 
I [ Beta~Rule I [ Bet. (Update) I Beta·Rule ~~ ~I.I I 

Figure 4.9: Proof window after rule3 
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Rule 4: Selection (Object Rules) 

In order to apply this rule, the following user input is required. 

Required Input: 

Object{and:Self -> Self,or : Self -> Self, 

not: Self,if : Forall A<:Top::*(A->A->A)}; 

The following image describes the proof window after applying the fourth rule. 

, J 

Proof St.tes 'Waiting For Proof . _ . . _ 

object {self:Bcol){and = function (other:Boollother end,if = function (A<:T cp::*)function (then:Ajfunction (eI,e:Althen end end end,not = object ( •• lfO:B I ' 
fals. == f.I,. : Bool I 
function (other:BooOtrue _ndlfal,e] == true: Object Self{read/ write arid: Self->Self, r.ad/write if: Forali A<:Top,,"(A->A->Aj, read/write not: Self, read/ 1=:1 

U 

Bas.ic Rules Function Rules Record Rul., Extended Record Rules Object Rule, Polymorphic Rules 

Symmetry ~eclaration Q.~claration 

T ransit~.i'Y 
Dedaration 

Selection I D£cI".tion .I 
Dec1,aration I S4bsumpticn I I Beta (S~lec,tion) I Applicatipn I Appjication 

I Declaration I I ,Update -.-J 
I~~ ~~ l!eta,(UP,dati] Beta-Rule L~:!~-IUJIe:=J 

Figure 4.10: Proof window after rule4 
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Rule 5: Declaration (Basic Rules) 

For this rule user input is not required. The view of the proof window after applying 

this rule is as follows: 

• :.- ' ------------------~------ » ,,-~ ~ 

-~"--- -- --.- -- ~---- ---------~- --------------- ----- - ---- ..,., 

IShOW Proof II undol[~E1I Load I 
object (,elf:Bool){alld = fundion (oth ... :Booljather end,if = function (A<:Top::')function (then:A)fundion (el,.:A)then end end end,not = object (;elto:Bc ~ 

~ 
5;01 

' 1_ - 'c 
Pr.o.of State, Waiting For Proof .. - ~1 
false == false: Baal ,I 

•• ~'" , ••••• ..,. ••• " .. ,,' ••••• , ,"j~ .... ~"". '"' , ..... ,,' ...... , .,( •• 'd •• "-,,-,,-,,, ~""'.'''- -- 'I 
u 

Basic Rules Fundion Rules Record Rules Extended Record Rules Object Rules Polymorphic .Rules 

'Symmetry I O:eclisration D~claratiop 

D,eclaratio~ J 1 

I Selection ! Beta -,Selectian) I . Declaration 

Declaration I Bell! (5~!'l%iOrill I BSi~ .<!Jpdate) .1 -ApplicatiOn 1 Application 

I I I 1 Update Seledion 

I B"5"-R~J ~Updat~1 Beta-Rule L uPdate ~ Beta-Rule 

Figure 4.11: Proof window after rule5 
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Rule 6: Beta Selection (Object Rules) 

No user input is required for this rule. The proof window after applying this rule is 

printed below. 

, . . ---.-----.--.------.----~ '''': ~ 

-~~------- - ------------------------ --- --------._-- ~ 

al •• == false: Bocl 

<;--- ___ -"--J f 

~
I 

I 
.~ 

.I 

IJ 
Proof State, Waiting For Proof 

fun~ion (oth~r.Bool)true E~d[fals.J == true : O~:ct-Self{re~d/write and: Se~->S.;f, ;.;df,';';. if : '~,a;1 A<:Top::'(A->A->Aj, r .. d!writ~ not .: Self. read/ l 

Basic Rules 

I. Synlmeby. 

L TransitiVi,:t 

I S4bsumRtig" J 
! Ded.r~tio" I 
[SjviP~~j 

X,..![L" " , "=::;:;;;;;J 
Function Rules Record Rul .. Extended Record Rules Object Rule, 

D~eclaration 
Declaration 

Selection .-

I Beta (S.le<j:Lori) I Declaration 

I I Applicatio" 
Bet;~ (W,date) 

I I I Update Selection 

L eeta-Rule I I Beta (Update) Beta-Rul. Update ] 
-~ 

Figure 4.12: Proof window after rule6 

Polymorphic Rule. 

Declaration I 
I. ,Applicatio" J 

~ i 

U 
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Rule 7: Declaration (Basic Rules) 

As we stated before, for this rule user input is not required. So after applying this 

rule the proof window will look like the picture below. 

unction (other:BooIJtrue.nd[far.el == true: Object Self{read!write and: Self·> SeJf, read/write if: ForalJ A<:Top:: · (A·>A·>AJ.. read/write not: Self, r.ad!, A 

Proof Sht~ WB!ting For Proof 

~ ! ,m ----. 
~. ., 

Basic Rules Function Rule. Record Rules 

I . Symmetry Qeclar.atton 

~I.ration 1 , ---' Selection . 

[ Beta (S.le~~~h) I ~PPIiCatio.rJ 
1 Up,date I 

[ Beta-Ririe 
, 

~"UPd.te) . ,I I 

Extended Record Rules 

Declaration 

Beta-Rule 

---- -'---~ 

Object Rul .. 

.Oed~ration 

[ Bet. (Selection) I 
I ~et~ (lJpdat.) 1 
I. Selection .1 

Polymorphic Rules 

Declaration 

Appliciltio.n 

L_ UPd~ Liet'-RUI~ 

Figure 4.13: Proof window after rule7 

n 
II 
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Rule 8: Beta-Rule (Function Rules) 

In order to apply this rule we need not to provide any user input. In order to prove 

the theorem, this is the last rule we are going to apply. So the final view of the proof 

window is as follows: 

Prcoved, Click Show Procf Button 

Proof States Wailing For Proof 

, t .-::, 

B"jc Rules 

I. ,Symmetry . . 1 

I Transitivity ,I 
r _ ~Ubsumptic~n 1 

I Declaration I 
~~!'Y~ 

rtf 
" 

Function Rules 

I. Declara~ion '.1 

GP~ 

[J;'~::~ti.~J 

'. ;'-i.- ;::::;;J 
Record Rules Extended R<:cord Rule, Object Rules 

Qeclaration D~d~ratJqn 

Selection I Beta (Selection) I 
I Beta (Sele~tior\) I Qeclaration 

I 1 Beta .(Ypdate) 

[ Update J [ Seleettan I 
L Beta-,~@ Beta,Rule L Upd~ 

Figure 4.14: Proof window after rule8 

Polymorphic Rule, 

Declaration J 
ApPlication 1 

Lft~Rule .J 

So if we prove two other properties;'we will be able to insure that program or will 

do what it was intended to do. 



Chapter 5 

Conclusion and Future work 

5.1 Conclusion 

There is no question about the importance of proving correctness of an implementa

tion in a lot of applications. In order to make such an ambitious task as convenient as 

possible we have defined and implemented a powerful object oriented programming 

language. The syntax of this language is specified explicitly with examples. The cal

culus also took an important part of our concern. We explained the calculus in detail 

and enrich it to a pinnacle. The toolkit is user friendly and easy to use. Finally by 

proving a properly of one of our programs using our toolkit we indicated that proving 

correctness of object oriented programs is really feasible in practice. 

5.2 Future Works 

There are a lot of opportunities for further work on our system. Several of them are 

stated below. 

• Though the present program syntax is user friendly, there is still room for 

improvement. Currently we are representing higher order matching by using 

operator type. But one can explicitly use the higher order matching in the 

programming language instead of operators and make the subclassing more 

convenient. Adding this would require to extend the syntax of the language by 

this new kind of matching between object types and to enrich the system of 

rules by appropriate ones based on the interpretation using type operators . 

• In the beginning of our example, we are using the transitivity and the function 

application rule in order to expand true. or by the definition of true and the 
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selection rule. Similar applications of transitivity combined with other rules 

are used later in order to apply certain rules to subprograms. It would be nice 

if one could apply the corresponding rules immediately to those subprograms. 

Future work could focus on this aspect by either adding such a feature to the 

system or by allowing the user to define some kind of macros on the proof level. 

• A rich library of verified programs should be developed. In order to manage 

those libraries and to make the access as easy as possible the language has to 

be extended by some kind of module system. This module system should be 

hierarchical with proper import and export mechanisms . 

• Currently it is not possible to execute a program. One way of achieving this is 

to translate every program into the syntax of a common programming language 

such as C++- Beside a careful translation sucb/a project would also require to 

verify that correct programs are translated into correct C++ programs. 
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